The chart below shows projected 10-year employment demand for industries in the life sciences sector in the Kansas City MSA. Industries related to information technology are expected to have the highest growth, while life sciences manufacturing will not grow as fast.

**Custom Computer Programming Services:** 9,577

**Computer Systems Design Services:** 14,791

**Medical Laboratories:** 1,922

**Surgical Supplies Manufacturing:** 291

**Physical, Engineering & Life Sciences R&D:** 1,800

**Animal Food Manufacturing:** 325

**Biotechnology R&D:** 218

**Specialty Hospitals:** 2,046

**Dental Supplies Manufacturing:** 44

**Testing Laboratories:** 408

**Medical & Botanical Manufacturing:** 229

**Dental Equipment Manufacturing:** 44

**Electromedical Apparatus Manufacturing:** 17

**Electronic Instrument Manufacturing:** 176

**Industrial Machinery Manufacturing:** 17
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